Heritability and cross-sex genetic correlations of early-life circulating testosterone levels in a wild mammal
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Testosterone is an important hormone that has been shown to have sex-specific links to fitness in numerous species. Although testosterone concentrations vary substantially between individuals in a population, little is known about its heritable genetic basis or between-sex genetic correlations that determine its evolutionary potential. We found circulating neonatal testosterone levels to be both heritable ($0.160 ± 0.064$ s.e.) and correlated between the sexes ($0.942 ± 0.648$ s.e.) in wild red deer calves ($Cervus elaphus$). This may have important evolutionary implications if, as in adults, the sexes have divergent optima for circulating testosterone levels.

1. Introduction

Hormone concentrations vary between individuals in a population [1]; however, the causes of this variation remain poorly understood despite many hormones being important in mediating fitness-related traits [2–4]. Circulating testosterone concentrations are often associated with male fitness (see reviews in [4,5]), although variation in levels, and subsequent fitness consequences, are now also recognized as important in females [3]. Although most studies of interindividual testosterone variation have focused on adults, early-life concentrations may also be important for juvenile fitness [6,7].

If selection on testosterone concentration is to generate an evolutionary response (a genetic change in the population mean), then it must have a heritable genetic basis. Evidence suggests that testosterone levels are heritable in humans (average $h^2 = 0.45$, range $= 0.09, 1$, electronic supplementary material, table S1) and captive populations of several taxa (electronic supplementary material, table S1), but levels of genetic variance for testosterone concentration have rarely been investigated in the wild, where heritability estimates might be lower because individuals are subjected to greater environmental variation [8]. Furthermore, most studies focus on adult concentrations despite substantial age-related variation in heritability estimates in humans (electronic supplementary material, table S1). Such studies also tend to estimate heritability using traditional methods that rely on paired-relative relationships such as parent–offspring; however, these risk inflating heritability estimates due to shared environmental/maternal effects [9]. 'Animal models' allow the use of relatedness information across complex pedigrees, which both reduces the potential for bias and allows more efficient use of the data typical of natural populations (see [9,10] and references therein).

Despite growing interest in interindividual variation in female testosterone levels [3], sex differences in genetic variation for this trait remain understudied,
although females might be expected to have lower genetic variance [11] because their circulating testosterone levels also tend to be lower [3,7]. The genetic correlation between the levels of testosterone in the sexes is also poorly understood, with only one direct estimate in humans, where a positive cross-sex genetic correlation was recorded [12]. A positive correlation has also been inferred in adult mammals [13,14], birds [3,15] and fish [16], but not directly estimated. In adults, selection would be expected to favour higher testosterone concentrations in males, and lower concentrations in females [13,15]. Where these sexually antagonistic selection pressures exist, a shared genetic architecture (i.e. a positive genetic correlation [17]) would constrain either sex from reaching their optimum. Testosterone levels may also be important to sex-specific trait development in early life (see [18] and references therein). For example, neonatal male rats with suppressed testosterone develop feminized adult behaviour, whereas neonatal females exposed to high levels of testosterone are less receptive to males as adults [19]. This again suggests sexually antagonistic selection pressures that could constrain trait evolution in the presence of a positive genetic correlation.

In a previous study of red deer calves (Cervus elaphus), neonatal testosterone levels showed substantial interindividual variation and weak sex-specific associations with survival [7]. Here, we extend this to investigate (i) the heritability and (ii) the between-sex genetic correlation of circulating neonatal testosterone concentrations in these red deer calves.

2. Material and methods

Our study population of red deer on the Isle of Rum, Scotland has been monitored continuously at the individual level since 1972 [20], allowing a complex pedigree to be constructed based on behavioural and genetic data [21]. Plasma testosterone concentration was measured in 854 0- to 14-day-old calves born 1996–2012 (mean age: 1.90 ± 0.07 s.e. days). Maternity was known for all calves, and paternity had been assigned to 786 calves. In total, the informative pedigree for these calves contained 1293 maternal links and 1137 paternal links, had a modal depth of five generations, and a maximum depth of nine generations. Blood was collected into lithium heparin tubes, centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min and plasma removed and frozen within 24 h of capture. All work was carried out under a UK Home Office licence.

(a) Testosterone extraction and immunooassay

Hormones were extracted and testosterone concentrations measured in duplicate (in pg ml⁻¹) using a commercially available testosterone competitive-binding enzyme immunoassay (ELA) kit (SR2701, Cayman Chemicals Ltd., USA) (see [7] for further details). Serial dilutions of pooled samples showed high parallelism with the standard curve (p < 0.001), and no samples fell below the limit of detection (5.78 pg ml⁻¹). The intra- and interassay coefficients of variance were 5.13% and 11.66%, respectively.

(b) Statistical analyses

Testosterone concentration was log-transformed (to normalize residuals) and analysed using an animal model in ASReml-R [22]. The following fixed effects were included because they had previously been found to explain substantial interindividual variation [7]: calf age at capture (ii) before or after 24 h old, and (ii) estimated age of calf, in hours, nested within (i); calf sex; sex of the mother’s previous calf (whether or not the maternal sibling was born prior to the focal calf was male); sample collection time (decimal hours from 1 (01.00) to 24 (00.00)); and date of assay.

After accounting for fixed effects, variance in testosterone concentration (VYOB) was partitioned into three components: additive genetic variance (VA), calf birth year (VYOB) and the remaining unexplained residual variance (Vr). Variance due to maternal effects can be distinguished from VA for other traits in this population [9]; however, in this study, maternal identity was tested but excluded because effects were negligible (p = 1). Random effects were tested for significance using likelihood ratio tests of models with and without each effect, assuming a chi-squared distribution with 1 d.f. Heritability (h²) was calculated as VA/VR.

A bivariate model was then fitted to estimate components of (co)variance for male (n = 420) and female (n = 434) testosterone concentrations using the same fixed effects as in the univariate animal model. Because there was greater phenotypic variance in male than female levels [7], a second bivariate model was fitted with the sex-specific (log-transformed) testosterone concentrations standardized to have a variance of 1 by dividing by the standard deviation after correcting for calf age, sex of previous calf, collection time and assay date. Both models were also fitted to estimate sex-specific VA, VYOB and VR, along with associated between-sex correlations for VA and VYOB (note that a cross-sex residual covariance does not exist). To examine whether male and female testosterone concentrations had the same underlying genetic structure, likelihood ratio tests (assuming chi-squared distribution with 2 d.f.) were used to compare a model where VA estimates were allowed to vary between the sexes, with one where the two VA estimates were constrained to be equal and the correlation between them to be 1.

3. Results

Both VA and VYOB explained significant variation in circulating testosterone levels (16% and 4.3%, respectively; table 1). Before standardizing for sex-specific phenotypic differences, VA appeared lower in males than females (table 2a), although the genetic correlation was close to 1, and constraining the model to have equal VA and a between-sex genetic correlation of 1 did not generate a worse model (χ² = 0.06, p = 0.971). After standardizing for the sex-specific variance, the genetic correlation remained close to 1 (table 2b) and VA still did not differ significantly between the sexes (χ² = 2.178, p = 0.336).

4. Discussion

We present one of the first estimates of testosterone heritability (0.160 ± 0.064 s.e.) in a wild population, and the first (to the best of our knowledge) in young wild animals. This estimate is lower than has been reported for other species (electronic supplementary material, table S2 for details of fixed effects.)
supplementary material, table S1), which may reflect inherent species differences, but could also be due to other factors. While most studies involve adult testosterone, we focused on neonatal levels, which have shown lower $h^2$ estimates in the few other studies to estimate them (e.g. humans; see the electronic supplementary material, table S1, for citations). Different methods of calculating $h^2$ may also give different estimates, with the animal model able to account for shared maternal/environmental effects that may inflate cross-relative studies [10]. Estimates of $h^2$ may be further reduced in wild populations because of exposure to more environmental variability than captive populations [23]. In addition to the effects of $V_A$, there was also a small but significant calf cohort effect (table 1) indicating the importance of environmental effects during fetal development/early life in determining individual testosterone levels. It was surprising that maternal identity did not also account for any variance, as strong maternal effects have been associated with other birth traits within this population [9].

We also provide the first direct estimate of the magnitude of the cross-sex genetic correlation in this trait outside of humans ($0.942 \pm 0.648$ s.e.). Additive genetic variance appeared to be somewhat higher in females than in males, which might allow independent evolution of neonatal female testosterone concentrations if a response to selection were based on genes that did not influence male concentrations. Overall, however, our results concur with previous estimates [12] and inferences from adult data of other taxa [3,13–16], suggesting that testosterone concentrations are determined by the same genes in both sexes.

The significantly non-zero heritability estimate means that there is scope for circulating neonatal testosterone concentrations to evolve under appropriate selection pressures; however, the high cross-sex genetic correlation means that sexes could not evolve independently. While neonatal testosterone has previously been linked to early-life survival in the population [7], given that it was only significant for a subset of animals (firstborn males), selection on this trait may be relatively weak. The absence of sexually antagonistic selection via juvenile survival on neonatal levels in this population [7] could be indicative of resolved sexual conflict [24]. There does, however, remain evidence of differences in sexual optima amongst neonates (e.g. rats [20]), and for sexually antagonistic selection in adults [13,15] within other systems. We also do not know how neonatal testosterone levels in any taxa relate to their hormone levels later in life, which may be under stronger selection. While little is known about the magnitude of between-sex genetic correlations in hormone traits overall, the correlation found in this study is unexpectedly strong given that physiological traits typically have the lowest cross-sex genetic correlation for any trait type [25]. Thus, to date, the strength of selection and the degree of sexual antagonism for this trait remain unresolved, and predicting its likely evolutionary dynamics requires further research.

In summary, this study is among the first to use an animal model to estimate hormone heritability (see also [13]), and the first, to the best of our knowledge, in wild mammals. We show circulating neonatal testosterone levels to be both heritable and to have similar genetic architecture in both sexes. There is, therefore, scope for this trait to evolve should the selection pressures exist; however, the sexes cannot evolve independently. This may have important implications if the sexes have divergent optima that could constrain the evolution of this trait.


